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“Life Saving” 

 

I went to Jamaica decades ago. 

I was greeted shortly after getting off the plane by offers to buy ganja and I was 

jostled by the sounds of bands and big parties going on around me seemingly 

24/7. 

I was perched in paradise and I was wrestling with a new-found sobriety. 

The juxtaposition was real and painful. 

Throughout the trip, I was confronted with the abundance that is mine - people 

wanted us to buy things and do things and we could.  We could. 

And, I was aware that there was a deep-feeling chasm between my reality as a 

privileged tourist and the lives of island residents. 

So I spent the week jostled and challenged and blessed.  I suffered and 

celebrated. 

And as we were checking out, making polite conversation with a woman who 

was gracious but distant, suddenly the distance between us disappeared 

because she saw the cross I had on a necklace I was wearing and she looked me 

in the eye - really looked me in the eye - with some delight in her voice (and 

surprise, too?  I don’t know) and she said: 

Oh!  You’re a Christian! 

Yes, I told her.  I am a Christian. 

I am too! She said, with a voice made rich with gratitude and excitement. 

Suddenly, we were no longer tourist and accommodator of tourists. 

We were sisters.  Fellow humans connecting through our shared name: Christian. 



 

In the Hebrew Scripture reading this morning, Abram and Sarai experience God’s 

promises so intensely and powerfully that everything changes.  

Having been called by God to leave all that they knew and having agreed to 

follow that call God has yet more to tell them about what is in store. 

New life is in store.  A legacy and a people will be built through them! 

The new life they will live because of their covenant with God is so immense that 

their very names are changed as reminder to them and to their world that they 

are not who they once were. 

They are reborn; forever made new. 

In Mark’s gospel, Jesus has fed the four thousand with seven loaves and a few 

small fish. 

He has cured a blind man by putting his saliva on his eyes. 

Amid the swirl of public speculation about who he is, Jesus asks those closest to 

him - who do you say that I am? 

Peter answers Jesus by saying that he knows that Jesus is the Messiah - the long 

promised savior of the Jewish people. 

And then.  Just then.   

Jesus changes everything. 

Because he turns the attention of his disciples to the cost of living hope made 

flesh. 

Jesus speaks to his disciples of all of the pain that is to come.  He tells that suffering 

is what it costs for hope to be born. 

(read Mark 8: 31 - 38) 

I had an amazing thing happen this week. 

I was getting ready to teach a Wednesday night class, which includes being able 

to get the screen and video gadgets to work.  It stresses me out, but there is 

nothing for it but to do it, right?   

It was twenty minutes before “go” time and Tracy came barreling into the sound 

booth in the ECC assuring me that I had to follow her to meet some people. 



Well of course I always trust Tracy to know these things, so I followed her 

immediately. 

She introduced me to a couple and the woman in the couple told me that she 

had been my babysitter when I was a wee girl and that her family had a cabin 

next door to ours near Cass Lake and that my father had been her pastor and he 

had changed her life and after she said these things I could see her beautiful 

mother in her and I could feel the legacy of my father and I could smell the 

powerful goodness of our cabin and fifty and more years since we had seen each 

other we fell into each other’s arms. 

Miracle.  Barbara and Jim are in town for a time and were looking for a UM church 

to attend and saw on our website that there was an Elizabeth Macaulay and the 

last name was distinctive and could it be and… it is.  So they made their way to 

the church and joined us at CU Wednesdays. 

We caught up quickly before class started.   

And here is what I want to say about that catching up.   

It was real and deep and true.  And as I thought about that, it became clear to 

me that our conversation was real and deep and true because we didn’t turn 

from the suffering of life. 

We talked about family and cancer and death and ducks flying down chimneys 

and chemical dependency and cookies at Nettie and Ed’s cabin and gave 

thanks for memories both painful and shining. 

…And isn’t that life? 

Barbara and I were in relationship in the first place because through the gift of 

being followers of Jesus our parents found each other and we found each other 

this time around because finding connection in Jesus Christ - whether we are far 

from home or nestled into the known - finding connection matters. 

Being kin in the heart of Jesus grounds us.  It holds us.  It connects us to all that is.  It 

reminds us of God’s promises that as we live in the real challenges of our lives; the, 

healing, suffering, dying, and being reborn of our lives -  that God walked and 

continues to walk with us. 

Life is holy and hard work. 

Jesus loved his disciples enough to be honest with them: suffering is real.   

Taking up a cross - a terrifying tool of political execution at the time of Jesus 

-  taking up a cross as disciples is not to glorify suffering or to justify abuse. 



Taking up our cross means that because we are followers of Jesus we summon the 

courage to move into new life knowing that it will involve suffering. 

Like Abraham and Sarah, we are called to trust God’s promises of abundance as 

we move into God’s vision.  

Thomas Wolfe in You Can’t Go Home Again, speaks embarking on the unknown 

that is life in this way: - 

“To lose the earth you know, for greater knowing; 

To lose the life you have for greater life; 

To leave the friends you loved, for greater loving, 

To find a land more kind than home, more large than earth” 

Those youth speaking out in Florida and across the land over the past week, 

demanding safe schools? 

They know that suffering is real.  They know it well. 

And they are leading from the place: working for “greater knowing, greater life, 

greater loving, and a land more kind and large than the earth”. 

Father Greg Boyle works with gang members in Los Angeles. 

In his book “Barking to the Choir” he says this: 

“We spend so much time asking where our suffering comes from, it leaves us little 

time to ask where it leads.   

In the high-poverty urban communities of Los Angeles County, one in three youth 

suffers from post-traumatic stress disorder.  That’s twice the rate of soldiers returning 

from war.   

Every single homie who walks through our doors brings him or her a storehouse of 

unspeakable acts perpetrated against them…When homies are finally ready and 

able to tell their stories, they can claim that pain and take control of it…As they tell 

their own version of things, for perhaps the first time, they can truly begin to hear 

it.  The moment one says, “This is what it was like for me,”, a rebirth 

occurs.  Locating our wounds leads us to the gracious place of fragility, the 

contact point with another human being.  When we share these shards of 

excavation with each other, we move into the intimacy of mutual healing. 

Awe softens us for the tender glance of God, then enables us to glance in just the 

same way.” 



(Barking to the Choir, Gregory Boyle, pg. 56) 

Jesus does not glorify suffering. 

Neither does he run from it. 

New life is terrifying and precious.   

New life is found through being a student of life willing to be led from suffering to 

resurrection in the company of others who are students of life willing to be led from 

suffering to resurrection. 

Jesus came that we might learn love courageously enough that we greet each - 

and all - with the tender glance of God. 

May it be. 

Amen 

 


